Visible Values
Dresser

**View 1:**
Left, Top View.
Top drawer open

Making your belongings visible so you can make the most out of them

**View 2:**
Right, top view.
Bottom drawers open

Extra compartments within main compartments. Open by lifting handle.

**View 3:**
Top view of top drawer

Top drawer has a movable cover to keep items from falling out

All drawers rotate 360 degrees in both directions, so you never again have to deal with forgetting about your belongings in the back of the drawer

**View 4:**
Shows how drawers open

Bottom drawers have a movable cover to keep clothes from falling out when closing drawers

When door of top drawer opens, it wraps around drawer
Manifesto

With this dresser, I aim to optimize both visibility, organization, and space. The design of this drawer allows the user to more easily organize their items because the multiple slots within the drawers clearly section off areas of space, making it easier to designate areas to different types of items (say, an area for socks versus an area for important paper documents). Also, because the slots can move, the user can find and retrieve one item without disorganizing the entire drawer.

The ultimate aim of this dresser, in turn, is to help people consume less and live less cluttered lives. My hope is that if people have a better idea of what they already own they will be less likely to buy more and rather use what they already own to their fullest extent.

Manual

For smaller inner compartments:

1) Organize your smaller items in these compartments.

2) For bottom drawers (shown in top left corner), simply retrieve items. For top drawer (shown on the right), lift inner compartments by handle and retrieve items. These inner compartments lock by level, so if you only want to see the first slot, you can lift it to that level, and the column of slots will self-lock.

Note: When main compartments rotate, inner compartments always stay put.

For main compartments:

1) Insert your items into main slots

2) To access different items, simply push on the panels one way or another to allow the set of slots to rotate and slowly bring forth the items in the sides and/or back of the drawers.